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Easy KEasy Keyboard Library Weyboard Library Workshoporkshop

No.2: Till

Tom Jones had most success with ‘Till’, reaching no.2
in the UK chart back in 1971 - although this French
song was originally performed with English lyrics by
Percy Faith some years earlier in 1957. 

For the arrangement that I recorded on the ‘Songs from the
Easy Keyboard Library’ CD (volume 2) I teamed it up with
‘My Way’ - another popular ballad from the same book. You
might like to do the same - but there’s always the option to
play each piece individually if you prefer. 

1. Preparation

We’ll begin with ‘Till’ and as with ‘Unforgettable’ (April/May
edition) there is no written introduction in the EKL book.

‘Till’ appears in my Tyros4’s Music Finder list with Rumba as
the suggested style - but I decided to use the more dramatic
Epic Ballad style throughout the arrangement because it has
enough tonal ‘light and shade’ to cater for each part of the
two songs I’ll be playing. 

As before you may like to number the bars in the music
score - particularly if you intend to sequence the chords later.
Having listened to the three Intros for the Epic Ballad style I
decided on Intro 2 as the best option for setting the mood of
the first tune. Intro 2 plays for 4 bars - so number the written
music score starting at bar 5 to allow for this. 

2. Registrations

I’ve made 4 registrations for ‘Till’ using the Epic Ballad style
throughout - although, at 85 b.p.m. the tempo is a little faster
than the default for the style.

Registration  1 Cassotto  solo  (accordion)
(Tyros4: OTS1 Easy Ballad) 

Right 1................. Vibraphone (volume 100)
Right 2/3.............. Off
Multi pad..............Cym & Chimes (volume 127)

Style.....................Intro2 - MAIN A (Epic Ballad)
I switched the Intro lamp on before saving 
the registration in the memory button 1 so 
that it will be switched on automatically 
whenever I select this registration to start 
the piece.  

Registration  2 Orchestral  Flute  solo
(Tyros4: OTS1 Easy Ballad - voice part 2) 

Right 1/3.............. Off
Right 2................. Orch Flute (volume 100)
Multi pad..............Cym & Chimes (volume 127)

Style.....................MAIN A (Epic Ballad) 

Registration  3 Octave  Piano
(Tyros4: OTS3 Romantic Ballad) 

Right 1................. Octave Piano 2
Right 2/3.............. Off
Multi pad..............Cym & Chimes (volume 127)

Harmony On........Octave (volume 64)

Style.....................MAIN B (Epic Ballad)
I stored the registration with the FILL lamp 
active so that the fill-in will be triggered as I
select the registration during performance.

Registration  4 Octave  Piano
(Tyros4: OTS3 Romantic Ballad) 

Right 1................. Octave Piano 2
Right 2/3.............. Off
Multi pad..............Harpeggio 1 (volume 100)

Harmony Off........4-Way Close 2 (volume 64)
Although I stored the registration with the 
harmony button switched off, I’ve selected 
an appropriate harmony type just in case 
you need to use it.   

Style.....................MAIN C (Epic Ballad) 

Transposer.......... +3 
I stored the transposer setting in the 
registration so that the music will change 
key when I select the registration button. 

Registration  5 Octave  Piano
(as above) 

Style.....................MAIN D (Epic Ballad)
I stored the registration with the FILL lamp 
active so that the fill-in will be triggered as I
select the registration during performance.  

Footswitch........... Assign to BREAK.

Thanks to your feedback, the ‘Playing Songs with Style’ series has inspired a new workshop
series for the slightly more experienced and/or adventurous keyboard players in which we
set out to turn a simply written tune into a ‘performance’.
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Pedals:

I have a footswitch connected to input 1 on the back of
my Tyros4 and a volume (expression) pedal connected
to input 3.

1.  Footswitch: The footswitch can be assigned to
control many functions although the default setting on
input 1 is SUSTAIN. Because the first two registrations
I stored feature instruments that, in real life, wouldn’t
normally sustain, I assigned the footswitch to activate
the FILL SELF control. This means that whenever I
press the footswitch the style will play a fill-in pattern
before returning to the same main part of the style.

As registrations 3 and 4 feature the piano, however, I
assigned the sustain function to the pedal for these so
I can use it in the same way as the damper pedal on a
real piano.

You don’t need to do this - but you may find that by
letting your foot take over some of the control your
hands will be freer to play the keys.

2.  Volume  controller: The volume controller can be set
up in several different ways but today I’ll just show you
two of the most popular. The most usual is for the
volume pedal to control every part of the instrument so
that the whole sound swells and fades - just as if you
were using the expression pedal on a traditional
electronic organ. Another way is to assign to the pedal
only the parts of the instrument that you want to be
affected by it. When I’m recording, for example, I like
to have the style volume pretty constant whilst the
melody rises and falls against it. This is effective when
you want, for example, the Cassotto accordion or Flute
to fade away at the end of a phrase. This is achieved
by setting the volume pedal so that it affects only the
melody voices.

Select [DIRECT ACCESS] and press either pedal to call
up the appropriate control page in the screen. 

3. Performance Notes

Registration  1  -  Bar  1

Select registration button 1 and play the first chord
(Fmajor) to trigger Intro 2. The intro sequence is four
bars long and you should avoid changing the chord
whilst it is playing.

At the end of the intro hit multipad 4 on the 3rd beat of
bar 4 to trigger the windchimes. Then pick up the written
arrangement of ‘Till’ at bar 5, the beginning of the song. 

Play the melody as written using single notes in the
right hand. If you release the tied note (A) at the end of
bar 11 you’ll have plenty of time to switch to registration
button 2 during bar 12. This will trigger the  FILL-IN A
pattern (which was stored with the registration in button
2) and take you neatly into bar 13 where the Orchestral
Flute voice takes over the melody from the accordion.

Registration  2  -  Bar  13

Remember that the flute is a wind instrument - and a
good practice here is to keep an eye on the song lyric
and allow little ‘breathing’ pauses wherever you see a
comma. This will also help your phrasing and allow the
music to flow much more naturally. 

The flute continues to take the tune until bar 21. At bar
19, just before the change of registration, hit FILL-IN B.
Your left hand should be in just about the right position
to press the fill-in button - but you may need to
actually do this on the 2nd beat of the bar, immediately
after playing the ‘G7’ chord.

By shortening the note ‘G’ in the melody at bar 20
you’ll have time to select registration button 3 - ready
to start playing the chorus at bar 21. Pressing the
registration button will automatically trigger the FILL-IN
B pattern that was stored with the registration to
extend the fill-in pattern and take you into the tune’s
chorus section.

Registration  3  -  Bar  21

The ‘OctavePiano2’ voice we stored in registration
button 3 is one of the biggest piano sounds around. It
effectively sounds three piano notes each an octave
apart either side of every key you play. 

When the Harmony effect is added to this - also with
an OCTAVE setting - the sound is huge. For this
reason you may prefer, as I do, to play this section an
octave higher than the written music score. If you don’t
it can start sounding very deep and ‘growly’!

The sound is very reminiscent of the lounge piano
style made so popular back in the 1960s and ‘70s by
pianist Ronnie Aldrich - and, if you listen to my
recording, you’ll hear that I just can’t resist adding
short chromatic runs between the more widely spaced
notes to link them in that cocktail piano style. 

At bar 27 we’re building towards another change and
this one can be quite tricky to accomplish smoothly.
try to hit the FILL-IN D button towards the middle of
bar 27. If you’re also trying to fit in the chain of chords
that I’ve added at this point you might be quite hard
pushed to reach the FILL button in time - especially as
the footswitch is now assigned to sustain for the piano
sound. The position of your left hand is all important
because you should find that the area of the keyboard
you’re using to play your left-hand chords is roughly
under the ‘D’ FILL-IN button. If so you’ll probably be
able to reach across and press it without letting go of

Volume controller - currently assigned to main voices only
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FF FF FF FF

1: INTRO 2 - REG 1 2: 3: 4: 

FF FF AAmm77 AAmm77

5: MAIN A - REG 1 6: 7: 8: 

GGmm77 GGmm77 CC77  CCmm77    //    FF77    FFaauugg

9: 10: 11: 12:    b3: FILL IN A

BBbbMM77  //    //  BBbbMM77//A GGmm77      //      CC77      //  AAmm77  DDmm77

13: MAIN A - REG 2 14: 15: 16:

GGmm77 GGmm77 GG77((1133))  //  GG77aauugg  //    GGmm77    //    CC77    //  

17: 18: 19:   b2 FILL IN B 20: FILL IN B

FF FF AAmm AAmm

21: MAIN B - REG 3 22: 23: 24:

BBbb //        //        BBbb//AA GGmm77 GG77((1133))  //  GG77aauugg  //    GGmm77      //      CC77    //  

25: MAIN B 26: 27:       b3 FILL IN D 28: FILL IN D

FF FF AAmm77  AAmm77

29: MAIN C  - REG 4 30: 31: 32: 

GGmm77  //  BBbb  BBbbMM77//A GGmm      //      CC77      // FF FF

33:FILL IN D - REG 5 34: BREAK / STOP 35: ENDING 3 36 - 38: ENDING 3

If you intend linking the song ‘Till’ to ‘My Way’ use this
alternative ending sequence to bridge between the two...

Glyn’s Chord SequenceGlyn’s Chord Sequence
These are the chords I used for ‘Till’ You can sequence them
into the Song Creator program using the step-write facility or
you can try to play them live. The music in the written
arrangement begins at bar 5 - straight after the INTRO section.
I’ve provided two alternative endings - beginning at bar 33 -
depending on whether you want to play the tune alone or as
part of a medley.

Check the reference manual for your instrument for illustrations showing how to play the
majority of chord types available. Some chord types will require the use of the ‘on-bass’
fingering mode.

the chord. I can and I’ve quite a short reach. If not it’ll be
purely down to whether you’re fast enough to make it to the
button and back in time or not! Have fun...

At bar 28 you should press FILL-IN D again before hitting
registration button 4 right on the 4th beat of the bar just after
you’ve played the ‘C7’ chord with your left hand. 

Registration  4  -  Bar  29

You’ll remember that we transposed the pitch up three
semitones and locked this in the registration button 4. The
key change doesn’t take effect though until you strike the
keys - which provides you with the valuable time you need to
press the registration button with your right hand and get
your fingers back to the keys just in time to trigger the key
change on the first beat of bar 29. 

The key change is quite impressive and certainly helps move
the whole piece into a higher gear. Of course you don’t
actually have to play in a different key - it just sounds as
though you are. You just carry on playing the notes written in
the music score.

I actually played this final section in block chords - copying,
as before, the Ronnie Aldrich lounge piano style. It’s very
effective if you can do this because the block chords in
conjunction with the big octave piano sound make a powerful
noise. If you can’t manage the big chords don’t worry. This is
the reason I suggested adding a harmony setting to
registration 4 - even though we stored it with the actual
Harmony button switched off. If you switch it on you can play
single notes as written and let the keyboard take care of the
big chords. It’ll sound even better if you play the section an
octave higher than written.

Continue in this way, with the accompaniment playing the
MAIN C style part from bar 29 - until, just before bar 33, press
the registration 5 button. 

You have plenty of time to do this with your left hand
because, after playing the ‘Am’ chord at bar 31, you have two
full bars before you need to play the next. 

Registration  5  -  (just  before)  Bar  33

Pressing Registration 5 slightly early has the dual advantage
of activating the FILL-IN D pattern that was stored with the
registration - and giving you time to get your left hand back
on the keyboard in time for the ‘Gm7’ chord at bar 33. 

If you can manage it, press the FILL-IN D button again during
bar 33 to continue the fill pattern. Then, right at the start of
bar 34 press the footswitch to activate the BREAK.

The break will cause the accompaniment to pause slightly
(hence the term ‘break’ as distinct from ‘fill’) and at this point
press [START/STOP] to stop the accompaniment altogether.

Play the melody notes in bar 34 unaccompanied - and, as
you do, press the SYNC START button in preparation to start
the style playing again.   

You’ll can also decide here to press either [ENDING 3] to
round off the arrangement of ‘Till’ - or [INTRO 3] to link to
the song ‘My Way’ and create a two-song medley.

See you next time with the ‘My Way’ arrangement.

GGmm77  //  BBbb  BBbbMM77//A GGmm      //      CC77      // FF

33:FILL IN D - REG 5 34: BREAK / STOP 35: INTRO 3

Easy KEasy Keyboard Library CDs by Glyn Maddeneyboard Library CDs by Glyn Madden
Audio  CDs  containing  performances  of  the  music  in  this

series  are  available,  price  £9.99  each  from  the  Club  shop.

Volume 1: That’s What Friends Are For ; Fly Me To The Moon / One
Note Samba ; The Windmills Of Your Mind / The Summer Knows ;
Carioca / Falicidade ; I Won’t Last A Day Without You ; Going Out Of
My Head ; Carillon ; Take The ‘A’-Train ; Die Moldau ; The Look Of
Love ; The Marriage Of Figaro (overture) ; 1941 (march) ; Nimrod ;
Hotpoints ; ‘Til I Loved You ; La Chanson d’Orphee ; March from A
Little Suite ; The Arrival Of The Queen Of Sheba ; Petite Valse

Caprice ; I Made It Through The Rain

Volume 2: House Of Eliot, It’s All Right With Me, It Don’t Mean A
Thing, The Green Door, Mister Sandman, All I Have To Do Is Dream,
Eternal Flame, A Teenager In Love, It Doesn’t Matter Any More,
Amazing Grace, On The Sunny Side Of The Street, Stardust, Misty,
Annie’s Song, Autumn Leaves, Magic Moments, Whatever Will Be Will
Be, La Bamba, Here’s That Rainy Day, It Had To Be You, The Stripper,
Cavatina, What A Wonderful World, A Whiter Shade Of Pale, Satin Doll,
Come Fly With Me. 

Also now available as ‘Easy Listening’ Volumes 1 and 2 to download from iTunes 




